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Question: 167

OSPF Area 1 has two ABRs. One ABR is configured with this range for Area 1: 10.10.0.0/16. The other ABR is configured with this range for Area 1: 10.10.0.0/17.
Which type of issue occurs due to this mismatch?

A. The ABRs lose adjacency entirely and cannot route traffic between each other at all.
B. The ABRs create a discontiguous area and disrupt intra-area routing between devices within Area 1.
C. The ABRs advertise routes inconsistently, and they could potentially introduce a routing loop.
D. The ABRs lose adjacency in Area 1 and must route all traffic to each other through Area 0.

Answer: C

Question: 168

Refer to the exhibit. A network administrator configures connection rate filtering on interface 1 with the throttle action. Device 1 crosses the threshold and triggers the
action. What does the switch do?

A. It temporarily drops all IP traffic from Device 1 only.
B. It temporarily drops all IP traffic on interface 1.
C. It drops all IP traffic from Device 1 until the host is manually unblocked.
D. It drops all IP traffic on interface 1 until the interface is manually unblocked.

Answer: A

Question: 169

An AOS-Switch enforces 802.1X. It receives an Access-Accept with this HPE VSA from its Radius server: Attribute Name and ID = HPE-User-Role (25) Value =
contractor The switch then rejects the client. What is one requirement for the switch to accept the message and authorize the client?

A. The initial user role must be set to the factory default permit any role.
B. User role authorization must be enabled globally on the switch.
C. An aaa authentication local user group must have the contractor name.
D. The RADIUS server settings must permit dynamic authorization.

Answer: D



Question: 170

Two AOS-Switches connect on VLAN 10 in OSPF Area 1, which is defined as a stub area on both. Which mismatch can cause OSPF routers to lose adjacency?

A. The administrator adds the backbone area to just one of the routers.
B. The administrator enables graceful restart, or nonstop switching, on just one of the routers.
C. The administrator enables jumbo frames on VLAN 10 on just one of the routers.
D. The administrator adds the no-summary option to Area 1 on just one of the routers.

Answer: B

Question: 171

A network administrator applies port security to a port with the send-alarm action. What does the switch do if it detects traffic from an unauthorized MAC address on the
port?

A. It disables the port, but sends no SNMP trap.
B. It forwards the traffic, and it logs an event.
C. It blocks the traffic, but sends no SNMP trap.
D. It blocks the traffic, and it sends an SNMP trap.

Answer: A

Question: 172

A company wants to implement RADIUS authentication of all managers who log in to AOS-Switches via SSH. The RADIUS server also sends VSAs that indicate which
commands users can enter, and switches must honor these. What must the administrator do to meet the company's requirements?

A. Set the command access level to manager mode; also set RADIUS for aaa authentication ssh login and aaa authentication ssh enable.
B. Set RADIUS for aaa authentication ssh login, also enable authentication privilege-login mode, which allows the switch to accept all RADIUS VSAs.
C. Set command authorization to RADIUS, also set RADIUS for aaa authentication ssh login and aaa authentication ssh enable.
D. Set RADIUS for aaa authentication ssh login and aaa authentication ssh enable, which allows the switch to accept all RADIUS VSAs.

Answer: B

Question: 173

An AOS-Switch needs to implement tunneled node in role-based mode. Aruba ClearPass is configured to assign users for which the traffic should be tunneled to a role
named tunnel. The Aruba Mobility Controller should apply policies associated with the employees group to these users. What is the correct user role configuration on the
AOS-Switch for this scenario?

A. two user roles, one named tunnel that uses the tunneled-node-redirect command, and one named employees
B. two user roles, one named employees that uses the tunneled-node-redirect command, and one named tunnel
C. one user role named tunnel with employees set as the secondary role in the tunneled-node-redirect command
D. one user role named employees with tunnel set as the secondary role in the tunneled-node-redirect command



Answer: D
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